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First in the world

Combining platform and
cryptocurrency
based on three pillars

Media personalities

People (users)

Blockchain technologies

MediaChain Mission
your content / your freedom / your power

Connect the crypto-virtual and real world, as well as increase the
knowledge in this area among the majority of users.

To do this, we create all the main products in the
crypto industry and educational materials that will
allow new users in the crypto world to learn
information about cryptocurrency and start using it
on our products. Thanks to this model, we get a Win
To Win offer, where users learn and earn money, and
the platform receives a constant increase in
customers and earnings on commissions.

We plan to unite opinion leaders, bloggers, media
personalities, as well as their community into one
community in order to popularize and earn stable
income in the cryptocurrency market and products in
the field of cryptocurrencies using our Mediachain
ecosystem and MediaCoin coin.

Thanks to opinion leaders and our educational
products, we create an ever-growing community that
develops into regular consumers of all our products.

Card Program (Q1-Q2)
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Media System
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Leadership
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NFT Marketplace

ecosystem
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Partner program

Play2Earn
Stiko family

Mediacoin
Coin on Binance smart chain
blockchain

Staking

What is MediaChain?
Mediachain is a platform that has created and is creating the main products in the field of the
crypto industry to popularize the cryptocurrency in the world, as well as providing income for
the creators and users of the platform.

Media is everything related to the

Chain is a chain. Our ecosystem is a huge number of products that are

media industry and media

interconnected by strong chains thanks to a unique idea and tokenomics.

personalities that influence events in

By connecting the crypto-virtual and real world through our products and

any market.


earning systems, we allow a large number of people to keep up with the

Today, a single post by a big star can
elevate any token by 1000% or allow it to

times and earn money regardless of their location and situations in the
world.

fall by 100%. We live in a digital age,
when information resources allow you to
earn big money, so our ecosystem
focuses on media personalities and their
communities.

The main task of Mediachain
it is about generating new users for all our products, which are the main
products in the crypto industry, and providing new and greater
opportunities for our community to earn money together in the world of
crypto.

The main reason why people refuse
to work with the cryptocurrency
market is a fear of:
bitcoin or other coin rate may fall
no real use in economics

A separate problem for those users 

who work in the field of NFT. 90% of 


insufficient number of users

NFT is purchased for ETH. The ETH rate 

is very volatile and can fall by 20-30% 


similar ideas in the cryptocurrency market
there is no stable income for users, it is constantly

down at any time, so that the NFT holder 

loses the capitalization of his assets.

volatile
Example: a user bought NFT for 1 ETH in order to
sell it at a higher price in a week. The ETH rate at the
time of purchase was $ 4,000. A week later the NFT
increased in price by 10%, but the ETH rate fell by
20%, in that way the owner of the NFT in $
equivalent is at a loss

MediaChain solves all these problems
thanks to which our community and platform goes to
another level in this space and provides 

more opportunities
the MC rate does not directly depend on the cryptocurrency market,
unlike many coins, since it depends on the number of users who
pharm and use the coin itself
the MC course cannot be collapsed manipulatively in price for a big
player, since he does not have the opportunity to acquire as many
MCs as he wants and manipulate the course
MC has and every day gets more and more users in the community
thanks to media personalities and bloggers who promote the
platform.

A separate opportunity not to lose the 

capitalization of unique NFTs using MC. When 

a user buys NFT for MC, he can be clearly sure

that his asset will not fall in price, since MC is not 

the subject to manipulations and rate collapses, 

unlike NFTs that are sold for other coins.

is one of the first platforms that provides real
actions and products for NFT, in contrast to the entire
crypto market
MC

MC allows you to receive the stable income from MC Farming without
the risk of a rate collapse with the constant growth of the Coin
MC allows you to buy digitized products of media personalities and
bloggers at a discount, as well as participate in the purchase of
unique NFTs only for MC

This

is only a small start-up part of why

world of cryptocurrencies and users.
new products will
join

be

MC

As

is reaching another level in the

the platform grows, more and more

released, more and more new media personalities will

it and accordingly more and more new users there will

be. This

all

together will create a sustainable economic model for the platform and
growth of the

MC.

What is Mаrketplace

b as e d o n M e d i ac h a i n

Marketplace is an online platform for
delivering products and services in a
more streamlined manner.

Marketplace based on MediaChain is being
developed in two directions:
Marketplace of digital products for media personalities and
bloggers
Marketplace of unique MC-based NFTs
Marketplace of digitized products is an opportunity for media personalities and bloggers to provide
their goods and services to a large number of people, and accept payment in MC from around the
globe

For users, this is the opportunity to buy goods and services with a discount of up to 70%, when the
purchase is made for MC, in that way we popularize the token and its community, which leads to the
growth of the platform, and to an increase in its price and value.

Marketplace NFT is an opportunity for media personalities and bloggers to create and sell their
unique NFTs to a large number of users, and create their own “cult”, create a permanent source of
income for themselves and their community.

For users, this is an opportunity to create a unique collection of NFTs of their idols, to have unique
NFTs that their friends will dream of, to make money on the growth of NFTs due to constant demand
and their uniqueness.

What is NFT

b a s e d o n M e d i ac h a i n
NFT is a unique digital certificate that guarantees
the originality and uniqueness of the item, and
gives exclusive rights to it.
NFT in simple words is the digitization of the real world (pictures, words
of a song, music, a thing, video). Well, that is any digital product that
claims to be unique.

NFT based on MC is being developed in two
directions:
unique NFT of media personalities and bloggers
collectible NFT of media personalities and bloggers that give
real action

One of the main uniqueness of the NFT on the basis of MC, our collectible NFT
media personalities, bloggers will provide an opportunity to obtain a real action
with a media personality (for example: a joint dinner, shooting in his YouTube clip,
a trip to his sports car, getting a unique thing and much more)

And the most important advantage of NFT purchased per MC Your NFT will never
be subject to the volatility of the coin rate, and on the contrary will give a stable
growth, as well as there will be complete security that no one can steal your NFT

What is Mediacoin Farming
Farming is the process of charging tokens in
the form of a reward for providing liquidity to
a project by sending funds to liquidity pools.
Farming is the next stage in the development of mining and in its
simplification in order to generate profit for users of the cryptocurrency
market.

Liquidity pool - storage of tokens that provide the
process of development of DEFI projects, receiving
liquidity from users, who in return receive a reward
from the project depending on the share they have
invested.

The uniqueness of MC Farming lies in the fact
that the price of the MC token cannot be lower
than before, due to the competent tokenomics,
thereby ensuring stability for its users. 

Part of the funds that are directed to maintain
liquidity in MC Farming are sent to the
pancakeswap decentralized exchange to
profitable Defi projects for the development of
the Mediacoin platform.

Farming MC is an 

opportunity to get a share in 

the production and accumulation 

of Mediacoin, and to participate in 

earning on the growth of the Coin 

and to get the opportunity to purchase
unique NFTs, to earn on their growth or
resale.

Tokenomics Mediacoin
Farming
Process MC

User

$

Getting mined MCs by
the user

Liquidity pool

MC
Token Hold
Use to buy NFT and digital
products

Instant exchange
for $

%
Earnings on
the rate

Burning

MC

Will be burnt

50 000 000 MC
Will be mined in total

150 000 000 MC

Mediacoin
tokenomics
in figures

Will be mined in total

150 000 000 MC
Will be burnt in total

50 000 000 MC

Coin growth

Proportional to the amount of funds in the liquidity pool

1 - 20 millions $

every 1 million + 5%

0.758

153%

16% - 11%

20 - 40 millions $

every 2 millions + 5%

1.234

311%

10%

40 - 70 millions $

every 3 millions + 5%

2.01

570%

10%

70 - 100 millions $

every 5 millions + 5%

2.83

800%

10%

100 - 500 millions $

every 10 millions + 5%

19.92

6640%

9% - 7%

500 millions - 1
billion $

every 20 millions + 5%

67.47

22400%

6% - 4%

The first 50,000,000 sold MCs are immediately burned
The rest of the MCs, which are sold at any time, 50% are burned and 50% are withdrawn to the external market.

Profit from Farming

100 $

until the end of the production of
MC (5-8 years)

120 $

250 $

500 $

until the end of the production of
MC (5-8 years)

600 $

1,500 $

1,000 $

until the end of the production of
MC (5-8 years)

1,200 $

2,500 $

5,000 $

until the end of the production of
MC (5-8 years)

6,000 $

12,500 $

10,000 $

until the end of the production of
MC (5-8 years)

12,000 $

25,000 $

20,000 $

until the end of the production of
MC (5-8 years)

24,000 $

50,000 $

50,000 $

until the end of the production of
MC (5-8 years)

60,000 $

125,000 $

100,000 $

until the end of the production of
MC (5-8 years)

120,000 $

250,000 $

Distribution of
funds from liquidity
pool

10%

90%

Stiko Family
play2earn game

STIKO FAMILY is an adventure game with digital objects set in
distant worlds of the universe. Hunt monsters, find hidden
rare NFTs, collect coins and compete against others. Collect
coins and NFT's as you play and compete with other players.
Buy power-up items to get the rarest NFT's first!

The world of STIKO
FAMILY includes:
s 4 different fascinating worldw
s 100 beautifully crafted levels with increasing difficultj
s Boss battlew
s Lots of bonuses, bonus levels, hidden blocks and bonus items
that drop NFT codes, coins, and superpowers^
s Over 20 types of enemiew
s Retro arcade music and old school sound effectw
s Stico Super Skills Hidden in Destructible Blocks and Brickw
s Available on Android, Windows and iOS

What is partner program?
The partner program is a platform loyalty program
for users, which replaces the usual "bounty
programs", since the developers do not have a
token.


The partner program is an opportunity to create
additional income for all active users of the mediacoin
platform, and it is the organic growth of the platform as
well.


The uniqueness of the MediaChain partner program lies in the possibility to earn
from any partner of your team with a high rank.

The partner program is designed and fits the economic model of the platform;
instead of usual advertising, we prefer to invest in users and their income up to
23%.

Funds for the partner program are given from the personal wallets of the
developers, as well as from the MC mining liquidity pool, in which the developers
invest their funds at the beginning, at about $ 1,000,000

Partner program
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$50,000
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16
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6
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9

$1,000
18

4

$9,000

$750
17

3

8.75

$5,000,000

Example of an affiliate
program

MediaChain
an ecosystem that creates its
own blockchain

Thanks to our huge ecosystem and team, we
decided to create our own blockchain that will take

After the launch of its own blockchain, the

the platform to the next level, improve the security of

community will have the opportunity to

each product, and also provide more opportunities

make decisions on the launch and update

for each member of our community.

of new products by voting, by staking.

MediaChain 

Tasks
Develop and implement solidity-based
blockchain with validators as PoA as
BSC

Design and implement a bridge to BSC

Ultimately DEX and other projects

Important requirement:

validators should be easy to deploy, otherwise
there will be people who are not technical people,
but do marketing, you need to install and update
in 1 click.

The solution of the problem
MediaChain

We propose polygon edge as a basis
for blockchain development using
PoA consensus.

Architectural Features
B Supports communication with multiple blockchain networks, allowing the transfer of both
ERC-20 and ERC-721 tokenO
B Industry standard wallets can be used to interact with the blockchain via JSON-RPC
endpoints, and node operators can perform various actions on nodes via the gRPC protocoJ
B Whitelisting Addresses for Deploying Smart ContractO
B Rigid stress testing using funds transfer transactionO
B Easily deploy testing specific smart contracts with every transaction.

Opportunities 

of own blockchain
MediaChain

Strategy and management
2 choice of algorithms and consensus mechanisl

Benefit
2 control over commission!
2 savings on unoccupied infrastructure element!
2 receiving a commission from each transaction within
the network

2 choice of programming language such as Python, Java,
Solidity, etcV
2 determination of the chain ecosystem development
strateg[
2 freedom to create cross-chain interactions

Safety
Efficiency
• Ability to update how and when you want


2 own balance of security, scalability and decentralization to
meet the needs of your busines!

• maximum flexibility

2 codebase control

We thank you for your attention!
Welcome to the crypto future with
MediaChain!

